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Kramers and Wannier ' have noted that the plane Ising model 
possesses an exact symmetry relating low and high temperature 
phases of this model. It turns out that the model can be equl-
valently described both in terms of the spin variable О defined 
on the lattice (order parameter) and in terms of the dual 
variable J4 (disorder variable ') which is associated with 
the dual lattice and is a spin variable too ( И = ± i. ). The 
description of the low temperature phase in terms of 6 la 
identical to that of the high temperature phase in terms of H 
and vice versa. 

There are two possible directions in which the Kramere-
Wannier ( N*Vv } symmetry can be generalized. The first is a 
wide class of models with the same lsotopic symmetry as the 
Ising model ( C\JL) symmetry ). These models may be called 
generalized gauge Ising models (see ref. ). Consider a simple 
cubic lattice in the d - dimensional врасе. The dual lattice 
is a simple cubic one too, its Bites being situated in the 
centers of the Initial lattice cells. Lattice elements of 
different dimensionality 0< Q £ d may be considered (they 
are sites for О = О , links for Q » 1 , plaquettes for 
О = л and so on), and the dual relation can be stated 
between the elements of the initial lattice of dimensionality Q 
and d - Q dimensional ones of the dual lattice. For example, 
in the case of О - 3 the sites of the initial lattice are the 
centers of the cells of the dual one, and the initial lattice 
links pass through the centers of the dual lattice plaquettea. 
Generalised gauge Ising models era'defined as follows: "Genera
lised gauge field"**' /\ (which is a spin variable A ' - 1 ) la 

' The group J?0>-)may be defined as a set of integers Qi,••• 1"i, 
the group multiplication being the modulo П. summation. 

' The fields under consideration are certain formal generaliza
tions of the gauge field. However, the geometrical interpretation 
of these fields is not clear. For Q-Z the generalised gauge 
field is an ordinary one with the gauge symmetry ZC%) - Dote, 
that all the gauge theories of commutative symmetry can be formal
ly generalised in the same manner. 
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defined on the Q-l dimensional lattice elementa and "genera
lised intensity" F which is associated with the Ц dimensio
nal lattice element is defined as a product of /\ *s corres
ponding to all Q'i- dimensional elements that bound this O, 
dimensional one. Defining a field О on the <J -Z dimen
sional elements of the lattice one introduces the "generalized 
gauge transformation" as a multiplication of A taken from 
a certain О - 1 dimensional element by 6 *S taken from 
all its GL~2f dimensional bounds. Aa a result of this gauge 
transform the intensity F is twice multiplied by each tf 
(because any boundary is of no boundary), therefore, the field 
intensities г are invariant under the generalized gauge 
transformations. 

Рог these models the symmetry is stated as follows: 
the model with intensities г defined on Q dimensional 
elements of the lattice is dual to that with field intensities 
P defined on the corresponding a-CL dimensional опев of the 
dual lattice. For example, the three-dimensional Ising model is 
dual to its gauge analog; in four dimensions the pure gauge 
Ising field is selfdual. Analogous relations can be stated for 
different mixed models; e.g., the model of Ising spins (Q = L ) 
interacting with the Ising gauge field ( Q = «2 ) is selfdual in 
three dimensions, because the spin' field is dual to the gauge 
field and vice versa. The survey of the problems considered can 
be found, e.g., in ref. • 

The second way of generalizing the Л-Vv symmetry is to 
consider systems of other commutative symmetry groups. It turns 
out now that the symmetry group of the dual system is not general
ly the same as that of the initial one. For example, the models 
of internal group LL(_i.) are dual to those of symmetry Z ""''. 

The present paper is devoted to demonstration that the 
models of internal symmetry ^ ( ft.) are dual (in the sense men
tioned above) to those of the same symmetry ~c.(j%). Under the 
special choice of the interaction between apins the duality turns 
out to be exact, i.e., transform reduced to the change 
in temperature only as in the case of the Ising-like models. 

' Z i> a group of integers, the group multiplication being 
the numerical summation. 
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For the sake of simplicity at first consider a spin system 
of the global JEG/b/ symmetry on the plane square lattice. 
Lattice sites will be numbered by the variable J/-[Xi У,f where 

X i and ^z are integers. Dual lattice is a simple square 
one too, its sites are situated in the centers of the initial 
lattice cells and will be numbered by pair X * t^lj^lf o f half-
integers. Furthermore we define two "unit vectors" ЛХи • If~ J 

as ДХХ = {1,0} ,AXZ = {0,1} and a dual p a i r ^ - Z ^ M » ^ 
£uit is the antisymmetrizator Zuy = - €yu ; £>*» 1 « The 
Unite оГ the initial lattice which ends in X and X *• Л Xu 
will be lettered^by the pair ^,M and the dual lattice links 
with ends in JC and JC +• АХуц J>y the pair %/*„ • Hote 
that link Xjp is dual to link J^ f4 provided x"=X+{j^tj^l 
lie shall repre^snt the elements of group ZQb) associated with 
the lattice site M. by numbers В u^** , where <f>^ - f~ ICg , 
(Cjj-Qjf^... У1-1 \ in this case the group multiplication 
coincides with the usual production of these numbers. The con
figuration of the system will be denoted by j ФхТ • o f course 
one should not distinguish between configurations which differ 
in 2.%УПх , where Wl^ are integers. Partition function of 
the model has the form 

Z(T) - Z ztp-U-iMj). ( 1 ) 

Ш 
where f ie a temperature-like parameter. Рог the function 
U-tt&lT) «take 

The reason of such unusual and complicated choice of LC la 
that in this case its functional form remains unchanged under 

K-W transform except for the parameter J transformation . 
I) All the following considerations remain true under any other choice of the interaction energy, but the K-W tranefom leads to the change in the functional form of %l({<t> }) 
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О) 

(4) 

Kote, that as T"* О and Cpx - Фд+ьх are email 

*>r T 
and therefore it is natural to call I the temperature. 

Assuming (2) we have 

where the configuration of integers associated with all the links 
is denoted by %ТП.ц щ\ • I t i B convenient to define augmen
tations Qx „ ж Фх1дХм ™ r j associated with the links of 
the lattice yand to aum over Фхв (*here ^ o i B an arbitrary 
initial site} and over all configurations / 6xtjuj • Of 
course, the following restriction should be satisfied* 

[Rot 9)% " 9«fl * внщ - 0**АХЬ 1 " 9*,l *2х{% (5) 
which takes into account the necessary requirement that the 
circulation ofthe vector" &)LM around each lattice cell 
results in the initial group element. In e q . Ю the lattice 
"rotor" (Rot «J? and the integers $"£ are attached to 
the sites of the dual lattice. 

It is easy to check that 
KL-i I e ' M 1ф 

^j> ( n. if e 

' Bq. (6) is a particular example of the general formula 

Z^»f.*^ Ill 
where' V numbers all the irreducible repreaentations of the point group G- , fb la a number of its elements and X*(&-J are characters of these representations. This formula together with the analogous one for the ease of continuous group permits one to apply the method presented to systems with an arbitrary commutative symmetry. 
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Therefore the summation in eq.(4) can be carried out over 
I &X. HJ provided the summand ie multiplied by 

p i - У e V ^ f t t f ^ * ") 

Now eq.(4) may be written In the form 

In eq. (8) I P* J means the configuration of Integers 
Px " Q &j ... УЪ-£ . The summation over Ю x H c a n 

be carried out and one obtains (the notation ?Ж \С и * 

Z(T)~T T *fl-&L*£,+ 

Using the well known identity 

one obtain* 
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where 7 Су иг denotes the configuration of integers associated 
with all the links of the dual lattice and we use the notations 
& - %/>: 

-Т-Г* 4XL (12) 
' ' " YlZ • 

Finally, the following remark should be mentioned- Through
out the calculations presented the summation over y^x^ (which 
can be reduced to the multiplication by 1 ) was systematically 
dropped, one superfluous summation over Jt was performed* 
To understand the latter point * imagine the lattice to be finite 
and to form a closed figure, say a torus. Now single out any 
lattice cell. The condition R.O"t в " О in all other cells 
automatically ensures it in the cell taken and one of the summa
tions over P's in eq.(7) turns out to be unnecessary. This 
summation results in the multiplication by /L only, because 
the dual system is JzC^J symmetric. 

The derivation of the duality relations in the case of the 
generalized gaup;e systems with symmetry £Q>b) can be made in 
a similar manner. Note at first that under the generalized gauge 
invariance one should not distinguish between configurations 
which differ in gauge transformation only. Therefore in the par
tition function the summation over the "potentials" Д can be 
replaced by that over the "intensities" f- provided its lattice 
"rotor" is constrained to be zero. The latter is associated with 
the Ofi dimensional lattice elements and can be attached to the 
dual Q—Q-i. dimensional elements as well. Ensuring the con
straint by the expressions of the type (7), where P 's are func
tions of d-Q-1 dimensional elements of the dual lattice, one 
immediately gets the required relatione. 

Note that for fb e>2 model (1) is reduced to the plane 
Ising model, the parameters T and К ( l( ie the inverse 
temperature of the Ising model) being related by 

e. = — :— en) 
Te*P rm 
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It ia easy to check that T * * T corresponds to %*-* К . 
where 

The plane Ioing model reveals a single phase transition 
point, its poeition can be therefore determined from the equation 
fC~ 1С . For the case У1&3 the situation веете to be different: 
there are two phase transition points, their positions Tc and 
7J. ' being related by f / ' T ^ 'л z£ . The presumable phase 

diagram in the T~~ Л- plane ifl drawn in the figure. Under thejf-fl/ 

//Z^,t) 

Z 4 6 8 w n. 

transform the upper and lower phaeee (shaded regions in the figure) 
turn into each other. In the lower phaae the symmetry is broken 
end small fluctuations occur around a certain group element and 
in the upper phaae the symmetry of the dual system is broken. 
Between theee two phaaee there ia en intermediate region 
"!**'< 7" < Т?*~* • x t looks like true that the properties of 
this phase are analogous to those of Berezinski phase ' of 
the XY - model, i.e., the symmetry ia not broken but the 
system possesses a transverse rigidity and large distance 
asymptotice of all the correlation functions are power-like, the 
ezponenta being the continuous functions of the temperature. In 
this case the phaae transition at T * lc corresponds to 
vanishing the transverse rigidity and analogous to that of the 
X Y - model. 
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